The Lax equation is introduced on a time-space scale. The viscous Burgers and the nonlinear Schrodinger dynamic equations on a time-space scale are deduced from the Lax equation by using the Ablowitz-Kaup-Newel-Segur-Ladik method. It is shown that the Burgers equation turns to the heat equation on a time-space scale by the Cole-Hopf transformation. Further, using the separation of variables, we deduce the formula for solutions of the boundary value problem for the heat and Burgers equation on a time-space scale in terms of Fourier series by Hilger exponential functions.
Introduction
In  Lax Let T and X be arbitrary nonempty closed subsets of real numbers. The sets T, X are called the time and space scales correspondingly. The set T × X = {(t, x), t ∈ T, x ∈ X} we call the time-space scale.
In [] soliton-like equations on a regular-discrete time-space scale were obtained by using the AKNSL method.
In this paper we extend the Lax matrix equation on a time-space scale dynamic system. From this equation we deduce the viscous Burgers (see (.) below) and the nonlinear Schrodinger dynamic equations on a time-space scale by using the AKNSL method.
We expect that this extension will give a wider range of integrable nonlinear dynamic equations that could be used in modeling.
We show that the Burgers equation on a time-space scale can be linearized by using the Cole-Hopf transformation. We also derive the formulas for solutions of the boundary value problem for the Burgers equation (see (.) and the heat equation on a time-space scale. These formulas are pretty simple and may be used to study the wave motion on a time-space scale.
Basic notations from the time scale calculus
For t ∈ T and x ∈ X, we define backward jump operators σ (t) : T → T, ρ(x) : X → X σ (t) := sup{s ∈ T : s < t}, ρ(x) := sup{y ∈ X : y < x}. 
We are considering nabla time and space derivatives [] instead of delta derivatives [] since in physics the applications of nabla derivatives by time variable are casual. If T has a right-scattered minimum m, define T κ := T -{m}; otherwise, set T κ = T.
to be the number (provided it exists) with the property that given any ε > , there is a neighborhood U of t such that |v(
For T = R, we have v ∇ t (t) = v t (t), the usual derivative, and for T = Z, we have the backward
In the same way one can define the nabla derivative v ∇ x (x) by space (x) variable.
We are going to use the following denotations:
where
In view of the assumption that μ(t) depends only on time variable and ν(x) depends only on space variable, we have
For the proof of this lemma, see [] .
Frequently we are going to use the product and the quotient rules (see [] )
We say that a function θ (·, x) : T → R is t-regressive provided θ (·, x) is ld-continuous and  -μ(t)θ (t, x) =  holds for all t ∈ T and all x ∈ X. We say that a function θ (t, ·) : X → R is x-regressive provided θ (t, ·) is ld-continuous and  -ν(x)θ (t, x) =  holds for all t ∈ T and all x ∈ X. If θ (t, x) is t-regressive, the nabla t-exponential functionê θ (t, t  , x) on a time scale T can be defined as the unique solution of the initial value problem (see [, ])
If θ (t, x) is x-regressive, the nabla x-exponential functionê θ (t, x, x  ) on a space scale X is defined similarly as the unique solution of the initial value problem
Lax equation
Consider the nabla dynamic systems
and M kj (t, x, z), k, j = , , are the functions that may depend on the spectral parameter z as well.
We derive the Lax equation as the compatibility condition of two linear dynamic systems (.), (.).
From (.), (.) by differentiation and usage of the product rule we get
Here and further we often suppress (t, x) or (t, x, z) variables to shorten the formulas. By equating the mixed derivatives v (xt) = v (tx) , we get the Lax matrix equation
or in component form
we have In a continuous time scale
is simplified as follows:
(.)
If both time scale and space scale are continuous, that is,
is further simplified, and we get the system of Lax equations introduced in [] :
Burgers equation on a time-space scale
The viscous Burgers equation occurs in mathematical models of gas dynamics, traffic flow, the flow through a shock wave traveling in a viscous fluid, and some probabilistic models
To derive a time-space scale version of the Burgers equation, consider the Lax equation
By choosing
we get
or, assuming that z is an arbitrary spectral parameter that does not depend on time t, we get
Using the quotient differentiation rule on a time scale
Choosing
we get the Burgers equation on a time-space scale
where A(t, x) is given in (.) and p  is a viscosity constant coefficient.
In a continuous time scale T = R, μ(t) ≡ , we get the equation 
To linearize (.), consider the Cole-Hopf transformation
By using the quotient rule we have
and if
and in view of
turns to the identity
.
So if v(t, x) satisfies the heat equation (.), then F(t, x)
satisfies the Burgers equation (.).
Consider the initial value problem for the heat equation on a time-space scale
One can solve (.) by looking for a solution in a product form (the separation or Fourier method [])
v(t, x) = T(t)X(x).
By the substitution in (.) and the separation of variables, we get
are the nabla exponential functions on T and X correspondingly.
Since equation (.) is linear, it satisfies the superposition principle, that is, a linear combination of solutions is a solution (see [] ).
By the superposition principle the solution of (.) may be written in the form (see [] )
So the formal solution of the initial value problem (.) is given by (.), where K(λ) is the solution of the integral equation (.).
Consider the initial value problem for Burgers equation
From the initial condition
By substitution (.) into (.) we obtain the representation of solutions of the Burgers equation on a time-space scale
where K(λ) may be found by inversion of the Fourier transformation
Note that the inversion of a Fourier transformation on some time scales was studied in [, ], but there is no inversion formula for an arbitrary time (space) scale.
Consider the boundary value problem 
and using the method of separation of variables v(t, x) = T(t)X(x), one can rewrite the solutions of p  X xx + λ  X(x) =  in the form
From the boundary conditions (.) we get
In the case ν(x) =  the boundary condition turns to
which is satisfied if
and the solution of (.), (.) is given by the classical Fourier series formula
ν(e iK + ) ,
Note that using L'Hospital's rule one can prove
and since
and
Remark . To obtain the formula for coefficients B k on an arbitrary space scale similar to the remarkable formula (.) on a continuous space scale, it would be interesting to extend the orthogonality of the exponential functions on the unit circle to Hilger exponential functions, but we do not think it is possible.
, we have on an arbitrary space scale (ν(x) > )
but this property does not imply the orthogonality of Hilger exponents as we have for usual exponential functions
So the second condition (.) is satisfied if the eigenvalues λ k are chosen as in (.), and the formal solution of the boundary value problem (.), (.) is given by Fourier series formula with Bohner-Peterson's trigonometric functions
and B k could be found from the initial condition
Consider the boundary value problem
for the Burgers equation (.). By substitution (.) into (.) we get the representation of solutions of boundary value problem (.), (.)
where the numbers B k may be found from the initial condition
since by taking t = t  in (.), we get
Example . Consider the case X = hZ. From (.) we get It would be interesting to figure out for which class of functions ϕ(x) the series (.), (.) are convergent for an arbitrary space scale. This could be a topic of a separate paper.
Note that to prove the convergence similar to the classical harmonic analysis in an arbitrary space scale, one needs to use the following properties:
() boundedness of the functions cos(
The space scale analogue of formula (.). Note that property () may be proved, but property () is not true since from (.) lim k→∞ λ k does not exist in the case ν(x) > .
To compare with the classical case, consider the continuous space scale X = R. In this case if ϕ(x) ∈ L  (R) and ϕ(x) is continuous on R, (.) turns to the usual Fourier transformation, and using the inverse transformation we get from (.)
So in the continuous space scale by substitution (.) into (.) we get the following formula for the solution of (.):
and the formula for a solution of (.)
where t ∈ T, x ∈ R. If both time and space scales are continuous, that is, T = R, X = R, formula (.) may be further simplified (we choose here t  = ) as follows:
In view of
we get the Poisson formula for a solution of the initial value problem (.)
Furthermore, one can get the well-known formula for the solution of initial value problem for the classical viscous Burgers equation
Note that to study the behavior of solutions of the Burgers equation, one may visualize the graphs of (.).
Nonlinear Schrodinger equation on a space scale
Choose in (.)
and consider the spectral expansion
we get from (.)
By equating the terms next to the powers of parameter z k , k = , , , , we get
Considering the continuous time scale case T = R, μ(t) ≡  and choosing
In the case ν(x) =  from (.)-(.) we have
and the evolution equations (.) on a space scale
turn to the nonlinear system for unknown potentials (see
Considering the case ν(x) > , from (.) we get
where the variation of a parameter formula (see [] ) is used for the solution of the first order dynamic equation on a space scale.
Further from (.) we get
(.)
For the consistency of this expression and (.), we assume that F  satisfies
, and
By direct calculations from (.)
Since (.) is the first order linear partial integro-differential equation with variable coefficients with respect to F  (t, x), one may prove the existence of a solution by using the linear theory. Evolution nonlinear equations (.) on a space scale
under the assumption that the solution F  (t, x) of (.) exists, become
In view of (.) we have
where C  (t, x), C  (t, x) are given by (.), (.).
Nonlinear Schrodinger equation on a regular-discrete space scale
In this section we simplify equations (.), (.) under additional assumption that the backward jump operator ρ(x) is invertible.
A space scale X is called regular-discrete [] if the following two conditions are satisfied simultaneously:
where ρ and β are the backward and forward jump operators, respectively. From this definition ρ is invertible for the regular-discrete space scale X and ρ - = β.
Set x * = min X if there exists a finite min X, and x * = -∞ otherwise. Also set x * = max X if there exists a finite max X, and x * = -∞ otherwise.
Lemma . [] A space scale X is regular-discrete if and only if the following two conditions hold: ()
The point x * is right-dense and the point x * is left-dense.
() Each point of X -{x * , x * } is either two-sided dense or two-sided scattered.
In particular, R, hZ, and K q are regular-discrete space scales. Let us derive a nonlinear Schrodinger equation on a space scale assuming that the space scale X is regular-discrete.
Note that the system of evolution nonlinear equations obtained in [] has sense only on the regular-discrete space scales. Further from (.) we get the linear partial differential equation with respect to unknown function F  (t, x): .
and we get the following nonlinear system of dynamic equations on a space scale:
In a special caseÃ  = , we get more simple equations
, t ∈ R, x ∈ X, (.)
Note that in the case T = R, X = R we have F  (t, x) ≡ , and both equations (.) turn to the same equation Q t (t, x) = Q x (t, x)Ã  + Q xx (t, x)Ã  -A  Q(t, x)  Q(t, x) (  .  )
